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Virtual desktop solutions

The modern workplace is defined by on-demand services and 
hybrid workforces. The traditional desktop strategies of 
yesteryear are obsolete, and organizations like yours need new 
ways to meet your manageability, security, and infrastructure 
requirements. 
 
You require high-performance virtualization solutions that are 
simple to manage and can deploy and provide secure access to 
a wide variety of users across devices, locations, and workflow 
requirements. And you need all this from a solution that’ll scale 
with you as your organization grows. 
 
Following industry best practices and partnering with all major 
virtual desktop technology providers, SHI’s modern workplace 
experts are uniquely positioned to help you strategize, assess, 
deploy, and upgrade or migrate your virtual desktop solution to 
ensure a successful implementation that meets all your 
business and end-user goals. 

 

Our top virtual desktop partners 

 

Enhance support and build better employee experiences with SHI 

Increase flexibility: Meet fluctuating demands for 
remote work by quickly spinning up new desktops or app 
resources. 
 
Secure data: Protect data if devices are ever stolen or 
compromised. Enable regular, automatic backup with 
centralization. 
 
Simplify management: Enhance device visibility and 
delivery while modernizing legacy processes and tools. 

Improve productivity: Deliver desktops and business 
apps to any device, no matter the OS or location. 
 
Ensure compliance: Leverage granular controls to 
enforce compliance in regulated industries. 
 
Boost your bottom line: Reduce CapEx by transitioning 
to the cloud. Extend your end-user device lifecycle with 
thin clients.
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Virtual desktop solutions 

Rapid technological advances and changing market trends are redefining organizations’ 
end-user computing needs. Virtual desktop solutions are here to meet the challenge. 

Our experienced teams can plan and deploy scalable, reliable, and secure end-user 
experiences no matter where your people are or what devices they’re using. We can help  

you to:

 

Strategize 

• Identify use cases based 
on user groups and 
related requirements 

• Assess existing IT 
infrastructure 

• Identify and  
prioritize gaps 

• Evaluate alternative  
VDI solutions 

• Develop a strategy 
specific to your needs 

Assess and remediate 

• Pinpoint security risks 
and vulnerabilities 

• Increase device and 
workflow performance 

• Maximize device and 
application uptime 

• Ensure long-term 
scalability 

Deploy 

• Identify your optimal 
virtualization platform 
and related hardware 

• Deploy your base 
hardware and software 

• Configure your 
virtualization software 

• Test your virtual  
desktop solution 

• Drive end-user adoption 

Upgrade and migrate 

• Patch your current 
environment to reduce risk 
exposure 

• Upgrade or replace IT 
assets to improve 
performance and 
supportability 

• Streamline processes and 
reduce costs by migrating 
to the cloud 

Focus on DEX: Modern workplace support is shifting from an SLA model to an experience level 
management to proactively monitor and service remote workforces, improving worker sentiment and 
productivity. 

Rise of hybrid and remote working: Remote work is here to stay and more work than ever has shifted 
to cloud-based systems. Overseeing IT asset governance, management, and security across disparate 
networks requires a modern solution. 

Age of consumerization: Today’s employees are consumers. Employee choice and bring-your-own-
device initiatives empower users to choose the technology that enables them to be at their most 
motivated and productive, wherever they are. 

  
Schedule a brief discovery call today to learn how SHI can help you build a bespoke and 
effective desktop virtualization strategy. 


